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Dynamic light scattering has been used to investigate the diffusional dynamics in very dilute 
polystyrene/poly(propylene oxide), PS/PPO, polymer blends. Compared to previous investigations 
in the field, this system is more suitable for this type of investrgation due to the significant refractive 
index difference between the two components and the fact that the matrix (PPO) dynamics do not 
interfere with the measurements. The tracer diffusion coefficient of PS thus obtained in the limit of 

. . . infinite drlutron scales as NPS -“.8~a.04 with the PS degree of polymerization, i.e., behavior intermediate 
between the limits of nondraining Zimm and free-draining Rouse behavior. The effect of the 
addition of a third component even at tracer concentrations on the diffusion dynamics~ was 
investigated both experimentally and theoretically in the framework of the dynamic random phase 
approximation. Similarities and differences between theory and experiment were found that are 
rather due to a modification of hydrodynamic interactions. - 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There exist an abundance of data, on translational diffu- 
sion in dilute polymer solutions.* The limiting low polymer 
concentration diffusion coefficient, Do, is dominated by non- 
draining hydrodynamic effects and the dependence of Do on 
the degree of polymerization N can be described by the ex- 
ponential law 

D’mN-“. (1) 

For N>300, the exponent v=O.51 and 0.58 for theta and 
good solvents, respectively. For shorter chains deviations 
from this scaling behavior were reported in both good and 
theta solvents, probably arising from free-draining 
contributions.2Y3 Ln the dilute regime with polymer concen- 
tration, c, less than the overlap concentration, CT, an increase 
of c causes the diffusion coefficient, D, to either decrease or 
increase depending on the solvent quality. The linear concen- 
tration dependence 

D=DO(l+kDc) (2) 

has been documented by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
from polymer solutions with N ranging from 12 to 2X104 
and c/c* as low as 0.02. The interaction parameter k, de- 
pends on N and is negative for “theta” and positive for 
“good” solvents. 

Polymer diffusion behavior in dilute polymer blends- 
(A/B) where B is a polymeric solvent may be quite different. 
The polymeric “solvent” molecules become now entropic 
springs, which may affect the hydrodynamic how of the mi- 
nority chains A and, hence, the exponent in Eq. (1). More- 
over, thermodynamic interactions can affect the conforma- 
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tion of chains A as shown by computer simulations for a 
dilute binary polymer mixture.4 The predicted coil contrac- 
tion with increasing interaction strength would cause faster 
diffusion and change the slope in Eq. (2). Besides, the un- 
derlying assumptions, related to the glass transition, in the 
theoretical treatments5 of the interdiffusion in binary poly- 
mer mixtures at fin~te compositions can rather be fulfilled6 at 
low concentrations. In the last years, the experimental effort 
on drffusional dynamics of polymer blends at finite concen- 
trations is significantly reduced mainly because of the diffi- 
culties faced in the analysis of the concentration dependence 
of the interdiffusion data.6 However, it has been established7 
that D in unentangled polymer blends exhibits a free- 
draining Rouse behavior (~‘1). assumed by the theories of 
polymer interdiffusion. This dependence was also supported 
by a subsequent study of dilute polystyrene/poly(methyl- 
phenyl-siloxane), PSYPMPS, blends’ for which the first dy- 
nanuc light scattering report’ erroneously claimed nondrain- 
ing (~~0.5) conditions. A severe deficiency of the latter 
system was the presence of dynamic light scattering from the 
bulk PMPS sample, arising from concentration fluctuations 
due to the presence of oligomers, and the moderate refractive 
index difference (&I = 0.06) between the blend components 
that precluded measurements at very low concentrations. 

In the present paper, we employ photon correlation spec- 
troscopy (PCS) in the polarized geometry to investigate the 
diffusional dynamics in polystyrene/poly(propylene oxide), 
PS/PPO, blends at c/c* ranging between 5 X 10% and 
2.5X 10m3 at 25 “C. The solvent PPO has N,,,=35, whereas 
four different PS molecular weights were employed with Nps 
between 17 and 160. This system possesses a refractive in- 
dex difference &=0.15 while the PPO displays only very 

~fast dynamic light scattering due to density fluctuations. The 
variation of the diffusion coefficient, D, with blend compo- 
sition and N, in dilute binary PUPPO blends is discussed in 
SecJV. The PS tracer diffusion coefficient is found to scale 
as NPS -“.8co.04, a behavior between the nondraining Zimm and 
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the free-draining Rouse behavior. In fact, it was found that 
the PS translational diffusion is very sensitive to the presence 
of a third component even at tracer concentrations, and, in 
order to verify the random phase approximation predictions 
and the possible effect of hydrodynamic interactions, we 
have extended the study to ternary PSMPPO systems, with S 
being a low molecular weight component isorefractive either 
with the matrix PPO (S=CCl,) or with the minority solute 
PS (S=1,3-dibromobenzene).‘O It should be mentioned that 
all the ternary polymer solutions investigated so far by PCS 
were in the semidilute regime.“-13 The intermediate dy- 
namic structure factor for these dilute ternary systems is cal- 
culated in Sec. II in the framework of the dynamic random 
phase approximation, l4 and the new results are discussed in 
relation to the theory. Theory qualitatively captures the per- 
tinent features of the experimental observations, whereas de- 
viations from the theoretical predictions are discussed in 
terms of hydrodynamic interactions in Sec. V. 

II. THEORY 

The general theory for the calculation of the intermediate 
dynamic structure factor in multicomponent systems was 
first formulated by Akcasu et all4 within the framework of 
random phase approximation (RPA). The spirit of this ap- 
proach is to express the total intensity scattered by various 
species in the interacting system in terms of scattered inten- 
sity by the individual molecules. The approach has been 
since used to investigate the dynamical properties for a vari- 
ety of polymer systems in bulk15 and in solution.‘6 The gen- 
eral expressions for the dynamic scattering function and its 
first cumulant in an interacting system for multicomponent 
incompressible polymer mixtures have recently appeared.” 
We expand this approach for the case of an interacting sys- 
tem of two polymers and a small amount of a third compo- 
nent treated as polymeric. The applicability of RPA when a 
small molecule is involved may be questionable, but for the 
concentrated regime under discussion here, mean field may 
be applied. 

For an incompressible ternary system, the intermediate 
structure factor from a labeled component, A, in a mixture 
with B and C with sc~attering lengths b = c can be expressed 
ast4 

S,,(q,t)=al(q)exp[-Xl(q)tl+a~(q)exp[--~,(q)tl, 
(3) 

where X,(q) and X,(q) are the eigenvalues of the first cumu- 
lant matrix14717 and a,(q) and a2(q) are the respective am- 
plitudes. If it is assumed that the minority component C does 
not interact with either A or B, i.e., for the interaction param- 
eters xac =X&=0 and xab =x, the RPA formalism for the 
three different situations that correspond to the three systems 
investigated in this work leads to the following. 

A. Two component dilute mixture (system 0) 

For the limit of low third component concentration, 
f&40, i.e., for a two component interacting system, this ap- 
proach correctly reproduces a single relaxation process that 
corresponds to the interdiffusion in A/B blends,14 with diffu- 

sion coefficient X,l(q2kaT)=Di” bulk *-n. In the dilute re- 
gime (+a--+O), the resulting diffusion coefficient is 

4z-a 4,=0, (44 
a+c=o--+ &N, , 4l-4 A=% W-4 -. 

where Di’S are the tracer diffusion coefficients, which in the 
Rouse regime are given by Di=kBTINiSi with Ni the num- 
ber of monomers per chain and 5i the friction coefficients. 
For N,=Nb=N and Dz=Di=D’, this can be written as 

D,=o-D:(l-WQP,), A405 A:0 (5) 
with & = As, in agreement with the functional form of Bq. 
(2). This shows that the interdiffusion at very low volume 
fractions coincides with the tracer diffusion coefficient of the 
minority chains, and, hence, it should exhibit an N-l mo- 
lecular weight dependence if Dz= k,TIN& . 

B. Three component dilute mixture 

Two different limits should be explored for a three com- 
ponent system. System I corresponds to the case of the third 
component being isorefractive with the “solvent” chains, 
whereas in system II, the third component is assumed isore- 
fractive with the minority component. In order to use the 
RPA formalism with A being the visible component and com- 
ponents B .and C possessing equal refractive indices, we 
identify the three components as follows: system I corre- 
sponds to A=tracer (4a -to), BEmatrix, Csthird compo- 
nent, whereas system II exhibits Asmatrix, B=tracer 
(&do), and Ceadditive. 

The theory for the case of N,= N,=N and Df, = 0: 
= D’ predicts: 

(I) for system I and for c&40 

D;-+ DfD’ 
N 1 - 4,) + AN,-- 2xNNcA4, 
(1-’ 

(Pa-0 
d,-+O, ~~5~40, 

@I 
(6b) 

D&D’ l- 2xN 
1 i 

M’W: 
-(l-~,>C(l-~,)ND~+~,N,D~l A 1 1 

-+D’[ 1-2xN4,], +,-+O, 

a&N+, , 4,-O, 

(64 

(64 
where D’ and 0: are the tracer diffusion coefficients in the 
multicomponent medium that depend on qb and cpc via the 
friction coefficients. 
(II) for system II and for f$b+O 

D;I+ DFD” 
NC1 - 4,) + $‘hV-%N&&h, 

(1- +,)ND’+ &N,D: 

405 &-‘O, (74 
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[(l-&)--id%l, h-0, 

O'b) 

Df+D’[ l -2XN&,], &+O, 

a+%, +b40, 

(74 

0’4 

4 4cNc iif -)( 1 - AIN+ 4cNc ( -2+y), &-+o. (7e) 

Again D” and D f depend on (pa and qc ~ 
\ I 

The qualitative differences predicted for the two cases 
examined are discussed, while keeping in mind the assump- 
tions involved (treatment of component C as polymeric not 
interacting with either A or .B). For system I, one diffusive 
relaxation mode is predicted for low concentrations of the 
tracer component with amplitude that increases linearly with 
the tracer volume fraction.-The observed diffusion constant is 
the interdiffusion constant in A and (B+C), with intercept 
the tracer diffusion constant of A in the effective medium 
(BSC). Comparing this case I with the binary mixture, simi- 
lar dependencies are predicted for the diffusion coefficient 
and the corresponding amplitude as a function of &. The 
intercept D1 should be slightly different than Do because of 
the change in the local friction by the presence of the third 
component C, which is manifested as a change in the viscos- 
ity of the blend. However, the slope of D$D’ vs 4a should 
be the same as the D,+;=o/D’ vs +0 in the binary mixture. 
For case II, two diffusive relaxation processes characterize 
the time evolution of the intermediate scattering function. 
The fast mode (mode 1) has an amplitude that is virtually 
insensitive to the tracer volume fraction, qb”, whereas the 
amplitude of the slow mode depends linearly on (pb . More- 
over, the ratio of the amplitudes of the fast to the slow mode 
varies linearly with l/qb . With respect to the diffusion con- 
stants, the slow mode resembles the active mode in case I, 
i.e., it is the interdiffusion in B/(A+C). As before, the inter- 
cept D’ should be modified by the presence of C where the 
slope of the Dy/Dn vs +b should be the same as in the binary 
mixture D+,c=o/Do vs pa. The diffusion constant of the fast 
mode should have an amplitude that is essentially D,, the 
tracer diffusion of C in the mixture, and very small slope of 
the D~/D~ vs ‘pb line of -2xN,(p,( 1 - 9,). 

Ill. EXPERIMENT 

A. Materials 

Poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) with M, =2025 purchased 
from Merk was used as the matrix (“solvent”) throughout 
the work presented here. The polystyrene (PS) samples used 
as the minority component were obtained from Pressure 
Chemicals. Four different molecular weights were used with 
M,= 1700, 3800, 9000, and 16 700 and low polydispersity 
M,/M,<1.05. Spectral grade Ccl,(T) and analytical grade 
1,3-dibromobenzene (DB) were used as received as the third 
component additive in low quantities. In the visible spec- 
trum, the refractive index of T (n = 1.45) and DB (n = 1.60) 
are quite close to that of PPO (1.44) and PS (I .59), respec- 
tively. 

A stock solution of PSLPPO with PS volume fraction 
&s=O.O1 was prepared by dissolving the PS component at 
70 “C. All binary PS/PPO samples were then obtained by 
dilution of this initial solution with bulk PPO. Similarly we 
used a stock solution S/PPO (S denotes T or DB) with 
& =0.015 to prepare all ternary PS/S/PPO mixtures by dilu- 
tion of the same initial PS/S/PPO solution with &s=O.Ol 
and &=0.015. Dust-free samples were obtained by filtration 
through 0.22 pm Millipore filters directly into the light scat- 
tering cylindrical cells (12.7 mm o.d.). The quality of the 
samples will be evident by the stability of the trace of the 
light scattering intensity over the duration of the photon cor- 
relation measurements. More than 25 solutions were investi- 
gated. 

B. Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) 

The autocorrelation function G,,(q,t) of the polarized 
light scattering intensity was measured at various scattering 
angles, 8 (from 30” to 150”), using an ALV-5000 digital full 
correlator over the time range 10-6-103 s. Both the incident 
beam with wavelength A=488 nm at a single mode intensity 
100 mW and the scattered light were polarized perpendicular 
(V) to the scattering plane. Under homodyne conditions; the 
desired normalized field correlation function g(q,t), at a 
given scattering vector q, whose magnitude is equal to (4 rrn/ 
h)sin( S/2) with n being the refractive index of the medium, is 
related to G,,(q,t) by 

Gdq,f)=&Cl +f”:bg(q9t)/21. (8) 
where f* is -an instrumental factor obtained from the 
G&q,t) of a dilute PS/CC14 solution cf*~O.7), a is the 
fraction of the total polarized scattered intensity with corre- 
lation times longer than about 10m6 s, and A, is the baseline 
measured at long delay times. Due to the low concentration 
of relatively low molecular weight PS, the light scattering 
intensity I, arising from concentration fluctuations is very 
low. Hence, the amplitude a =Z,/Z of g(q,t) at short times 
(<lo?’ s) is expected and found (Fig. 1) to be less than one. 
Z is the total light scattering intensity Z=Z,,,+Z, and I,, is 
the contribution due to the density fluctuations of the matrix 
PPQ. For this reason, long accumulation times and extremely 
clean solutions are required, especially in the very dilute 
limit (cf- lo-s). 

C. Viscosity measurements 

A Haake falling-ball viscometer was utilized to measure 
the viscosity of the various mixtures after calibration for the 
instrumental factor. The temperature was controlled within 
2520.1 “C over the duration of the experiments. 

‘. IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. PSIPPO and p/T/PPO 

The net experimental intensity autocorrelation functions 
C(q,t)=ag(q,t) for both PS/PPO binary and PS/T/PPO ter- 
nary systems are well represented by the Kohlrausch- 
Williams-Watts (KWW) decay functions 

C(q,t)=a exp[-(t/+]+a’. (9) 
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PIG. 1. Intensity correlation functions for polystyrene/CC14/poly(propylene 
oxide) blends with 1.5% CCL, Nrs=35 and three different PS compositions 
at 25 ‘C and 90” scattering angle. The insets display the intensity profile 
during the duration of the experiment for the 0.13% sample and the poly- 
styrene concentration dependence of the light scattering intensity, a(I), due 
to concentration fluctuations. Note the featureless correlation function for 
the isorefracdve CCl.,/poly(propylene oxide) solution (&=O). 

The value of the distribution parameter p=O.96+0.03 im- 
plies almost exponential decay and the adjustable parameter 
a’, accounting for small baseline fluctuations, is close to 
zero. Figure 1 displays experimental C(q,t) for two PUTI 
PPO samples with 1.5% T, Nps=35, and two different PS 
compositions at 25 “C and 0=90”. The light scattering inten- 
sity profile throughout the duration of the experiment is dis- 
played as inset in Fig. 1 for the 0.13% sample. This indicates 
the high optical quality of the samples and the absence of 
any additional slower process due to spurious scattering. The 
second inset of Fig. 1 provides further support of the experi- 
mental data and analysis since the average hght scattering 
intensity Zps=a(Z), being only a fraction of the total (I) 
intensity and due mainly to concentration~fluctuations scales 
nicely with PS composition in this dilute regime. It is also 
evident from the featureless experimental correlation func- 
tion of T/PPO solution (Fig. 1) that the translational dynam- 
ics of T is hardly observed due to the very small refractive 
index increment of the solution. The experimental C(q, t) of 
the ternary PS/T/PPO system can, therefore, be described by 
the single exponential decay function of Eq. (9). 

B. PS/DB/PPO 

As expected and in agreement with Eq. (7), the experi- 
mental functions C(q,t) for this system clearly show two 
distinct decays. Figure 2 illustrates this situation for three 
samples with Nps=35, 1.6% DB, and three different PS con- 
centrations at 25 “C and 8=90”. Based on the almost single 
exponential correlation function of the previous system, we 
have represented the experimental C(q,t) of Fig. 2 with a 
double exponential function 

C(q,t)=al exp(-t/r1)+a2 exp(-t/T2)+-a’, (101 
where al,T1 and a2,r2 are the amplitude and the relaxation 
time for the fast and slow process, respectively. The unique- 
ness of the five parameter fit was examined by verifying that 
the ratio az/al is proportional to &s for constant DB com- 

.PS/PPO =! 
1.8 

*q 0.4 eaoo 00 0.53% 7 
0.8. 0'6%~ A 4 o /ks ~-. 

I 5 O.Oo 2 
A c, % &doD ‘8 -’ 

- 0.2 
i 

0.0 i= 
4 -4 

i&/S) 
0 2 

3225 

FIG. 2. Intensity correlation functions for three polystyrene/l,& 
dibromobenzene/poly(propylene oxide) mixtures with 1.6% 1,3- 
dibromobenzene, Nr,=35, at 25 “C for three different polystyrene concen- 
trations at 8=90”. The q* dependence of the two relaxation rates and the 
intensity trace for the 0.22% solution are shown in the inset. In contrast to 
the CC14/poly(propylene oxide) of Fig. 1, the binary 1,3-dibromobenzene/ 
poly(propylene oxide) solution (&s=O) displays dynamic light scattering 
due to finite refractive index increment. 

I .  ’ 

position, and the closeness of the r1 values with the relax- 
ation times in DB/PPO solution with concentration 1.6%. As 
expected, both relaxation rates I’t, and F2 @‘=1/r) were 
found to be proportional to q2 (inset of Fig. 2). Hence, the 
diffusion coefficients are computed by D = r/q2 from PCS 
measurements at different scattering angles. Due to the dilute 
conditions, accumulations bver lo-20 h were necessary, that 
required very stable experimental conditions, reflected in the 
intensity trace (inset of Fig. 2) and the featureless correlation 
function .of the bulk PPO (Fig. 3 below). 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Dilute binary blends (PWPPO) 

Figure 3 shows two net polarized intensity correlation 

1. 

FIG. 3. Polarized intensity correlation functions for two polystyrene/ 
poly(propylene oxide) dilute blends and for a poly(propylene oxide) ho- 
mopolymer at 25 “C and 90” scattering angle. The insets display the poly- 
styrene concentration dependence of the dynamic light scattering intensity, 
a(l), and the intensity trace for the 0.25% mixture. 
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PIG. 4. The variation of the polystyrene tracer diffusion coefficient in the 
polystyrene/poly(propylene oxide) dilute binary blends at 25 “C! (0) and in 
polystyrenekyclohexane (Ref. 3) at 34.5 “C (0) with the PS molecular 
weight. The diffusion data are normalized to the respective values for poly- 
styrene with molecular weight 1000 (D = 1.58X 10M8 and 3.85X 10m6 cm%, 
respectively). The solid line denotes the slope of -1 predicted for free- 
draining conditions.~ 

functions due to composition fluctuations in the very dilute 
binary PXPPO polymer mixtures; the lowest concentration is 
about 1000 times less than the overlap concentration c* for 
PS (N=35). For the latter mixture, the dynamic light scatter- 
ing arising from concentration fluctuations still amounts to 
about 25% of the total polarized intensity (including the con- 
tribution of the much faster density fluctuations). The fea- 
tureless correlation function of Fig. 3 is for the bulk PPO 
homopolymer, that has no measurable effect on the experi- 
mental G,v(q,t) of the blends even for the lowest PS con- 
centration. This situation should be contrasted with the PSI 
PMPS dilute blends,**’ for which the bulk PMPS displayed 
significant dynamic light scattering thus affecting the inter- 
diffusion results. 

The present blend appears to be a model system alloti- 
ing the extension of interdiffusion measurements at very low 
PS concentrations. The dynamic intensity I,= a(Z) is pre- 
dicted, Eq. (4b), and found to be proportional to As (inset of 
Fig. 3) at low PS concentrations. This finding supports the 
neglect of the thermodynamic interactions (2xN&) and is 
in accord with the very weak (see Fig. 5 below) concentra- 
tion dependence of the interdiffision coefficient D. Under 
these conditions, the latter is essentially the tracer diffusion 
coefficient DFs of the minority chains (PS), Eq. (5). It is, 
therefore, meaningful to examine the N dependence of Dps 
and compare it with the RPA prediction. 

The experrmental D,, is found to scale with N-“.8’o.04 
as shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, the translational diffu- 
sion of PS in the molecular “theta” solvent cyclohexane, 
shown also in Fig. 4, scales with N-o.48 over very similar 
range of molecular weights.3 The distinctly different diffu- 
sional behavior in the polymeric (PPO) solvent suggests an 
increasing domination of the screened (Rouse) hydrody- 
namic interactions. 

Somewhat lower values of the exponent v were reported 
for the tracer diffusion of labeled PPO chains (about 0.05%) 
in unlabeled PPO matrix chains obtained from pattern fluo- 

rescence reappearance after photobleaching experiments.” 
For a PPO matrix with M,=1960, DKN-‘.~ whereas for 
PPO M,=4220, DxN-‘.~~-; when the molecular weight of 
the labeled PPO tracer varied from 800 to 94 000. It appears 
that the hydrodynamic interactions decrease as the PPO ma- 
trix molecular weight increases. Moreover, revisiting the 
tracer diffusion data in dilute PSfPMPS blends’ and exclud- 
ing the lowest molecular weight data results in a DEN-‘.~~ 
dependence. Therefore, the polymeric nature of the solvent 
promotes free-draining conditions, similarly to the situation 
in polymer blends at finite concentrations.6’7”4 The depen- 
dence of the tracer diffusion_,coefficient on both tracer (N) 
and matrrx (P) molecular weights were-also investigated by 
forward-recoil spectroscopy’g for high molecular weight 
(55 000-915 000) deuterated PS tracer in PS matrices. For 
low matrix molecular weights (<lo 000) in the unentangled 
regime, a DEN-‘.~I P-’ dependence has been observed, 
whereas, as the matrix molecular weight is increased, the 
intermediate constraint-release regime is observed followed 
by the reptation in a fixed environment of constraints regime 
with DmNp2Po. The N-o.61 dependence for low P was at- 
tributed to hydrodynamic interactions between segments of 
the tracer chain being unscreened for unentangled matrices 
with molecular weights lower than those of the diffusing 
species. In those experiments, the concentration of the tracer 
was about 10% and changes in the mobilities near the glass 
transition temperature (T,) arising from the molecular 
weight dependence of Tg were accounted for by comparing 
the data at constant fractional free volume. Such correction is 
unnecessary in the present PCS and earlier photobleaching 
experiments,” since the diffusant is present at very low con- 
centrations and the measurements are performed at tempera- 
tures much higher than Tg . Moreover in our PCS experi- 
ments, no dye labeling is required which may affect the 
diffusing motion. Nevertheless, all three experiments yield 
~20.6 for unentangled polymer mixtures. The somewhat 
higher exponent in the present PCS experiments may-imply 
better screening of the hydrodynamic interactions between 
PS segment&r a mixture of dissimilar polymers. In the lat- 
ter, PS diffusion falls between unscreened Zimm coil (v 
=0.5) and hydrodynamically screened Rouse tube (~‘1). 

B. Dilute ternary mixtures 

For PWXPO and PS/DB/PPO systems, Figs. 1 and 2 
display single and double relaxational behavior, respectively, 
in agreement with the RPA predictions, Eqs. (6) and (7). For 
the former system, the amplitude ui and the diffusion coef- 
ficient 0; of the single relaxation process, that is associated 
with the translational diffusion of PS in the (PPO+T) me- 
dium, are given by Eqs. (6~) and (6d) for low bps values, 
respectively. Equations (5) and (6~) derived under the as- 
sumption xac = xbc=O predict the same concentration de- 
pendence for the diffusion coefficient. Moreover, the former 
canacc-ount for the weak composition dependence of D in 
PSiPPO blend. Therefore, it is anticipated that the & de- 
pendence of 0: is similarly very weak. However, although 
Eq. (6d) for the bps dependence of the amplitude is experi- 
mentally verified (inset in Fig. 1). the concentration depen- 
dence of 0; is found to be unexpectedly strong for low 6s. 
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PIG. 5. Polystyrene concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficients 
in the dilute mixtures PS/PPO (Da,A), PS/T/PPO (Da,W), and the slow 
(Da,O), and fast (D, ,0) diffusion coefficient in PSIDBIPPO. The depen- 
dence of the diffusion coefficient in the DB/PPO system on DB concentra- 
tion is shown in the inset (0). 

The upturn in the concentration dependence of 0; for 
&<0.009 is illustrated in Fig. 5; for larger bps, 0; coin- 
cides within experimental error with D in PWPPO, also 
shown in Fig. 5. The presentation of the latter data with Eq. 
(2) yields k,=-5.522 cm3/g. Evidently, the observed varia- 
tion of 0: with AS is in disagreement with the predictions of 
Eq. (6~). 

Strong negative slopes of the concentration dependence 
of the diffusion coefficients for dilute solutions of high mo- 
lecular weight homopolymers in theta solvents were usually 
attributed to unfavorable thermodynamic interactions. How- 
ever, it is very unlikely that the addition of a very small 
amount of a rather good solvent in the PS/pPO dilute blend 
with low molecular weight components could affect signifi- 
cantly the thermodynamic forces of the system. Altema- 
tively, the concentration dependence of 0; may be caused by 
hydrodynamic forces. The behavior of the second system 
PS/DB/PPO suggests that-the alteration of the PS diffusion at 
low &s is not molecular additive specific. For &s<0.005, 
0; exhibits very similar upturn (Fig. 5) in the concentration 
dependence with that in PSfTfPPO, that is again in disagree- 
ment with Eq. (7~). D2 in the two ternary systems appears to 
merge with the diffusion coefficient in the binary mixture at 
a solvent to polymer segment molar ratio of about 2 for both 
systems. 

The tracer diision D,, , obtained from the extrapolated 
Dz’s as &s-+0, assumes different values for the three sys- 
tems, as displayed in Fig. 5. Part of this difference may be 
explained by the different viscosities, 7, -of the three different 
matrices. The experimental zero-shear bulk viscosities for 
the three matrices investigated are 439+3 CP for pure PPO, 
399+3 CP for PPO/T, and 38022 cP. for PPO/DB with the 
additive concentrations being the same as in the diffusion 
measurements. However, the quantity (D,$) is not constant 
as would be expected by the well-known Stokes-Einstein 
relaxation; in contrast, it varies from (2.7620.15) X lo-* dyn 
to (2.3+0.2)X lo-* dyn for PS/T/l?PO and PSiDB/PPO, re- 
spectively, whereas it attains the value of 2.3 X lo-* dyn for 

PIG. 6. Polystyrene concentration dependence of the ratio of the experimen- 
tal amplitudes of the fast to the slow relaxation in PS/DBiPPO dilute ternary 
blends, plotted according to Eq. (16e). 

the binary mixture at 25 “C. Nevertheless, the deviation is 
significant only for the T additive (20% larger), whereas vis- 
cosity modification alone may account for the slow mode of 
the PS/DB/PPO system. 

The diffusion coefficient of the fast diffusive relaxation 
process in PS/DB/PPO is also shown in--Fig. 5 as a function 
of PS concentration. 0: at low bps and for low 4c is related 
with the translational diffusion D, of DB in the medium of 
system II, Eq. (7a). The experimental limiting value of 
(DFv) for &s+O is 135X10-* dyn, which is too high for 
the size of the DB molecule. For comparison, self-diffusion 
data on comparable size molecules, e.g., benzene, cyclohex- 
me, in liquids yield2’ significantly lower values 
D~7(=15XlO-* dyn) in closer agreement with the Stokes- 
Einstein equation. The variation of 0: with bps in Fig. 5 is 
also much stronger than expected from Eq. (7a), and, more- 
over, is highly nonlinear; its representation with Eq. (2) is, 
therefore, inappropriate. Alternatively, the translational diffu- 
sion in DB/PPO mixtures increases. with DB concentration, 
as shown in the inset of Fig. 5, and its dependence is de- 
scribed by Eq. (2) with k,=3.2 cm3/g. 

Figure 6 shows the dependence-of the ratio of the am- 
plitudes of the fast to the slow process, a rla2, with the vol- 
ume fraction of PS. Theory predicts that a ,/a2 should exhibit 
a linear dependence on 62 with slope almost equal to 
$JNPS, Eq. (7e); this behavior is experimentally verified in 
Fig. 6 both with respect to the linear dependence on l/&s 
and for the value of the slope (experimentally 7X 10W4, 
theory 5 X 10-f). The verification of this dependence gives 
more credit to the employed data analysis procedure. 

In summary, the discrepancies with the predictions of the 
RPA theory presented in Sec. II are in the concentration de- 
pendence of D, and D, in the presence of a small amount of 
two different molecular additives. In addition, the observed 
tracer diffusivities do not absolutely conform to the Stokes- 
Einstein relation using the macroscopic shear viscosity. 

The concentration dependence of probe diffusion in a 
wide range of binary and ternary polymer solutions both in 
the dilute and in the semidilute regimes was recently 
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shown2’ to conform to the hydrodynamic scaling model 
prediction22 

Da=Do exp( -acY). 01) 

The parameters y (0.5s.Fl) and W-N’, with 8=0(l), 
are de;termined by the extent of chain contraction and the 
strength of hydrodynamic interactions, respectively. At very 
low concentrations, y+l and Eq. (11) takes the form of Eq. 
(2) where k, = - ok now reflects a retardation of chain diffu- 
sion of hydrodynamic nature. The addition of a small amount 
of a molecular additive decreases the macroscopic viscosity 
and, hence, can increase D,, in the limit &s+O. At constant 
+=, the increase of As would emphasize the role of chain- 
chain interactions that tend to retard the probe chain diffu- 
sion. Since interchain penetration in the presence of the ad- 
ditive C would be different than for the case of a binary 
mixture ($==O), the two systems could have different a’s,. 
The diffusion data for the ternary systems in Fig. 5 can al- 
ternatively be. described by Eq. (11) with y= 1 over the 
whole bps range; in this case, separation in two concentra- 
tion regimes is not necessary; ~~~=-3ot2 and -25+2 
cm3/g for~PS/T/PPO and PS/DB/PPO, respectively. The in- 
sensitivity of cr to the nature of the additive favors hydrody- 
namic scaling arguments. 

with polymer volume fraction 4 deviates from the weak lin- 
ear dependence of Eqs. (6~) and (7c), see, e.g., Fig. 5 of Ref. 
25JFor low +,X21q2 is a decreasing function of 4 and asymp- 
totically approaches the curves without hydrodynamic inter- 
actions. This upturn at low 4 depends on the interactions 
between the two different polymers and the solvent as well 
as the solvent and solution vrscosities. In this framework, 
quantitative differences in the behavior of X,/q2 are conceiv- 
able when different additives are used (Fig. 5). 

Finally, a pertinent feature is the conformity to the 
Stokes-Einstein relation using the macroscopic shear viscos- 
ity. In PSMPPO, 0:~ appears to be about 20% higher than 
for fhe other two systems. In the former, a somewhat faster 
diffusion is conceivable since an optical mismatching be- 
tween PPO and T is possible. In the case of the PS/DB/PPO 
systems, however, validity of Stokes-Einstein relation for 
0: for the molecular additive would lead to physically un- 
reasonably small size of DB. This may be explained as being 
due to the fact that in these systems the PPO matrix imposes 
a smaller viscous drag on the diffusion of the DB molecules 
due to the slower polymer relaxation. 

Vi. CONCLUDINGREMARKS 

Albeit the diffusion of the monomeric solute was not 
addressed by this scaling model, a fit of the experimental 
concentration dependence ~of DT yields a*=5525 cm3/g. 
The concurrent retardation of PS chain and molecular addi- 
tive C diffusion provides support to the role of the hydrody- 
namic forces. Modification of both rotational and transla- 
tional diffusion coefficients of molecular solvents by 
addition of polymeric solute has been experimentally 
observed23 and discussed theoretically.24 Taking into account 
the gradient in~ the solvent velocity in the vicinity of a poly- 
mer bead, the rate of change of the solvent mobility with 
concentration corresponds roughly to the intrinsic viscosity. 
The concentration dependence of D, and D, in Fig. 5, ex- 
pressed in the parameters ai and ff2, exceed, however, the 
rate of change in the solution viscosity. 

The RPA calculation of the intermediate structure factor, 
Eq. (3), in ternary polymer systems wasp based on the Rouse 
dynamics neglecting hydrodynamic interactions between 
moving species. However, this assumption may affect the 
two decay rates hi and X2, since, in principle, fluctuating 
hydrodynamic forces become important in dilute and semi- 
dilute solutions. Hydrodynamic interactions were- very re- 
cently and in the final stages of this work incorporated25 in 
the RPA description of ternary polymer solutions via a con- 
centration blob concept. At intermediate concentrations and 
in addition to the Rouse contribution, the mobility matrix 
contains a convolution of the longitudinal component of the 
Oseen tensor along the q direction and the static structure 
factor matrix (Kubo formula). Analytical expressions for the 
relaxation rates~ A, and X2 are, therefore, precluded; instead, a 
number of graphical presentations regarding the concentra- 
tion dependence of Xi and Xi were generated.25 For semidi- 
lute solutions, the fast decay rate, X,, is related with the 
cooperative diffusion, whereas X2 is assigned to the interdif- 
fusion, as in the present case. The initial variation of X,/q2 

Photon correlation spectroscopy has been utilized in or- 
der to investigate the diffusional dynamics in very dilute PS/ 
PPO mixtures. Two important advantages of the system are 
the-significant refractive index difference and the fact that 
the PPO dynamics does not interfere with the measurements. 
The PS tracer diffusion coefficient is found to scale as 
NiFgrto.04, a behavior between the nondraining unscreened 
Zirnm and the free-draining hydrodynamically screened 
Rouse behavior. The sensitivity of the PS translational diffu- 
sion to the presence of a third component even at low con- 
centrations and the possible effect of hydrodynamic iriterac 
tions were investigated by extending the measurements to 
two ternary systems with a low molecular weight component 
isorefractive either with the matrix PPO or with the minority 
solute PS chains. The same systems were also treated by an 
extension of the random phase approximation for the inter- 
mediate structure factor in the absence of hydrodynamic in- 
teractions, and the new results were discussed in relation to 
the theoretical predictions. Theory qualitatively captures the 
pertinent features of the experimental observations, whereas 
deviations from the theoretical predictions are attributed to 
increasing effects of hydrodynamic interactions in the ter- 
nary systems. 
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